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KONA SPOTLIGHT: TEXAS
Wind tunnel tests can tell us how fast wheels are at different angles of 
attack – but how common are these angles on the precise courses raced 
on by our Big Island bound athletes?  

We partnered with Speed Theory to create an extensive course model of 
the IRONMAN Texas bike course, measuring the performance of our 
wheels against historic race day wind speeds, wind angles, temperature 
and weather conditions every quarter-mile of the entire 112-mile course. 
The results?

For the bike splits most likely to carry you out to the Big Island, 
TwentyFour Series wheels demonstrate strong performance gains:

When chasing a Kona slot – seconds can matter. Not the seconds in the 
tunnel, but the seconds on the exact course that can seal your Kona fate. In 
Texas, Kona slots slipped through the fingers of a simple 3:24 deficit. 

For roads to Kona that run through Texas, TwentyFour Series wheels can 
get you a quarter of the way closer to your Big Island dream. 

Alloy-rimmed athletes eyeing The Woodlands for a 2016 Kona berth will 
definitely want to look at TwentyFour Series carbon wheel upgrades. 
TwentyFour Series wheels offer an extraordinary 7-minute time-savings 
over an aluminum wheelset. 

3m 24sAVERAGE
DEFICIT OF
DEFEAT

For the past two years, the most competitive age groups have averaged a 
3m 24s time difference between the final Kona qualifier in that AG, and the 
athlete that unfortunately missed a Kona spot. 

Comparatively, in the Land 
of the Long White Cloud:

Kona chasers participating at 
IRONMAN New Zealand Profile Design 
experienced a 1m 12s advantage 
aboard TwentyFour Series wheels. The 
average Kona slot in Taupo 2014 was 
lost by 2m 13s. In Taupo, TwentyFour 
Series wheels helped racers get 50% 
closer to the Big Island.  
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